
LESSON PLAN  

 
READING AND SPEAKING: ‘British pair arrested in U.S. on terror charges over Twitter 

joke’ 

 

AIMS: For students to practise reading and speaking and to revise vocabulary and grammar they 

have learnt this term  

 

LEVEL: B1+ 

 

SKILL FOCUS: reading and speaking 

 

TIME: 45 minutes 

 

CLASS SIZE: 20-30 

 

MATERIALS: handout 

 

CLASS INTERACTION: pairwork and groupwork 

(groups of 3/4 students) 

 

 

 

Lead-in 
1. Ask students a few questions about the Internet and social networking sites they use.  
 

1. What do you usually do on the Net? 

2. What social networking sites do you usually use? Why? 

3. Have you ever used Twitter? 

4. What do you know about Twitter? 

5. Do you find the warning sign funny? Why? Why not? 

 

[Twitter - a website where people or organizations can publish short remarks or pieces of 

information, and where you can see information published by people or organizations that you 

choose. 

tweet /twi:t/ or twitter /'twitə/ - a short, high sound made by a bird 

tweet (n) – a short remark or piece of information published on Twitter 

tweet (v) – to publish a short remark or piece of information on Twitter] 

 

2. Pairwork - Before reading the story about a pair of British tourists Leigh and Emily, 

students read the prompts to predict what happened in the story.  

 

Leigh Van Bryan and Emily Bunting / British tourists / trip to Los Angeles / airport / passport 

control / security officials / arrested / terrorist / excited tweet / destroy America / commit crime / 

passports and bags confiscated 



3. Ask Ss to read the text ‘British pair arrested in U.S. on terror charges over Twitter joke’ 

to find out what really happened and whether their predictions are right or wrong.  

 

British pair arrested in U.S. on terror charges over Twitter joke 
 

By Richard Hartley-Parkinson  

31 January 2012 

 

Leigh Van Bryan, 26, was handcuffed and kept under armed 

guard in a cell with Mexican drug dealers for 12 hours after 

landing in Los Angeles with pal Emily Bunting.  

 

Leigh said: 'It's just so ridiculous it's almost funny but at the time it 

was really scary. The Homeland Security agents were treating me 

like some kind of terrorist’. 

 

The US Department of Homeland Security flagged him as a 

potential threat when he posted an excited tweet to his pals about 

his forthcoming trip to Hollywood which read: 'Free this week, 

for quick gossip/prep before I go and destroy America?' Mr Bryan 

told security officials that 'destroy' is slang for party in the UK, 

but that was not enough to convince them. The British pair was held on suspicion of planning to 

'commit crimes'. 

 

Leigh had posted the tweet on January 16 before the pair flew to LA last Monday. After making 

their way through passport control at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) the pair was 

detained by armed guards. They had their passports and their bags confiscated. Both Leigh and 

Emily had their photos and fingerprints taken. Finally, they had their entry visa denied and were 

put on a plane back to the UK the following day.  

 

Emily said: 'The officials told us we were not allowed in 

to the country because of Leigh's tweet. They wanted to 

know what we were going to do. They asked why we 

wanted to destroy America and we tried to explain it 

meant to get trashed and party. We just wanted to have a 

good time on holiday. That was all Leigh meant in his 

tweet. He would not hurt anyone,' Emily said.  

 

After 12 hours in custody they returned to the airport 

where they were handed documents which stated they 

had been refused entry to the US. Leigh and Emily must 

apply for visas from the US Embassy in London before flying to the US again.  

 

Adapted from the Daily Mail - http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2093796/Emily-Bunting-

Leigh-Van-Bryan-UK-tourists-arrested-destroy-America-Twitter-jokes.html 

 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2093796/Emily-Bunting-Leigh-Van-Bryan-UK-tourists-arrested-destroy-America-Twitter-jokes.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2093796/Emily-Bunting-Leigh-Van-Bryan-UK-tourists-arrested-destroy-America-Twitter-jokes.html


Key vocabulary 
4. Groupwork - Ask Ss to do the crossword. 
 

 
Across 
2. to put handcuffs on someone - HANDCUFF 

4. to publish a short remark or piece of information on Twitter - TWEET 

5. to do something illegal or something that is considered wrong - COMMIT 

6. very informal language that is usually spoken rather than written, used especially by particular 

groups of people - SLANG 

9. a friend - PAL 

12. happening soon - FORTHCOMING 
 

Down 

1. a suggestion that something unpleasant or violent will happen - THREAT 

3. to persuade someone or make them certain - CONVINCE 

6. to think that someone has committed a crime or done something wrong - SUSPECT 

7. the state of being kept in prison - CUSTODY 

8. to keep someone in prison for as long as the courts feel is necessary - DETAIN 

10. to put a mark on something so it can be found easily  - FLAG 

11. frightening - SCARY 



Aviation English vocabulary 
5. Ask students to match the word with its meaning.  

 

1. plane - d 

2. landing - a 

3. passport control - b 

4. luggage - c 

a. touch down 

b. immigration 

c. baggage 

d. airliner 

 

Reading comprehension 
6. Students read the text once again in order to find out if the sentences are true (T) or 

false (F). 

 

1. Two British tourists were arrested when they arrived in the U.S. after joking on Twitter 

that they were going to 'destroy America'.     T / F 

2. Despite telling officials the term 'destroy' was British slang for 'party', they were held on 

suspicion of planning to 'commit crimes'.     T / F 

3. Leigh and Emily didn’t have their passports and bags confiscated.     T / F  

4. Leigh and Emily must apply for visas from the US Embassy in Los Angeles before flying 

to the UK again.      T / F 

 

7. Ask students to match the sentence on the left with a sentence with the same meaning 

on the right. 

 

1. We had our bags confiscated 

and searched. - b 

2. We had our photos taken. - a 

3. We had our fingerprints taken.-d 

4.  We had our entry visa denied.-c 

a. They took our snapshots.  

b. They took away our bags and searched them.  

c. They said we were not allowed to enter the 

country.  

d. They took our fingerprints. 

 

8. Ask Ss to summarise the story in a few sentences. 

 

1. Why were Leigh and Emily arrested at Los Angeles airport?  

2. How long were they detained by the US guards?  

3. What did the US officials suspect them of planning to do?  

4. What did the US officials do to the British pair? 

 

Follow-up 
9. Group discussion - Have you or someone you know ever had an unpleasant experience at an 

airport?  

 

 

You can find the lesson here: http://ljiljanahavran.wordpress.com/ 

http://ljiljanahavran.wordpress.com/

